The implementations of an updated body-fitted and a non body-fitted method to deal with the interaction of a fluid and a rigid body are described. The physics of the fluid is modeled by the incompressible NavierStokes equations. A parallel fluid solver based on the VMS (Variational Multiscale) Finite Element method serves as the basis for the implementation. For the rigid body movement, the Newton-Euler equations are solved numerically. To account for the interaction, the force that the fluid exerts on the rigid body is determined, on the one hand. On the other hand, the velocity of the rigid body is imposed as a Dirichlet boundary condition on the fluid. A fixed Eulerian mesh discretizes the fluid domain, except for nodes in the vicinity of the rigid body boundary for the case of the updated body-fitted approach. The wet boundary of the rigid body is embedded in the fluid mesh and tracked by a moving surface mesh. It is a distinctive characteristic of the updated body-fitted strategy that, in order to impose velocities on the interface, some of the nodes near the body surface are moved by using a local r-adaptivity algorithm to conform with this surface. By contrast, the non body-fitted approach uses kriging interpolation for velocity prescription over the fluid on the interface. Given that fluid nodes can become solid nodes and viceversa due to the rigid body movement, we have adopted the FMALE approach, a variation of the ALE method to keep the fluid mesh fixed. Algorithms to ensure high performance, like skd-trees to determine if a given spatial point is currently inside the solid, are also used. All these ingredients constitute two approaches that are both computationally efficient and accurate. Numerical experiments are presented to assess their performance comparatively.
Introduction
The detailed modeling of the interaction of a rigid solid with a fluid has been the object of intensive research [1, 2, 3, 4] . However, this is still a challenging subject that entails several difficulties. The problem can become even harder when a high performance computing implementation is sought. We tackle the problem by means of two strategies that aim at being both accurate and computationally efficient: an updated body-fitted approach and a non body-fitted one. We will refer to them as UBF and NBF, respectively, from now on.
The physical behavior of the fluid is mathematically modeled by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The incompressible Navier-Stokes solver we use is a parallel solver based on a master-worker strategy, which can run on thousands of processors. It is implemented inside the Alya System [5] . Alya is a computational mechanics (CM) code with two main features. Firstly, it is specially designed for running with the highest efficiency standards in large scale supercomputing facilities. Secondly, it is capable of solving different physics, each one with its own modeling characteristics, in a coupled way. For this work, a rigid body solver was implemented and coupled with the already implemented Navier-Stokes solver.
There exist different methods to simulate the interaction between the fluid and a solid in movement. We are mainly interested in techniques developed within the context of the Finite Element Method here. However, it is important to mention other alternatives like those based on Lattice-Boltzman ( [6] ) and meshless methods ( [7] , [8] ). With respect to the latter, there is an especially promising alternative: the Optimal Transportation Meshfree Method ( [9] ), which generalizes the Benamou-Brenier differential formulation for optimal mass transportation. Material point sampling and local max-entropy shape functions give this method very appealing features, such as the trivial imposition of Dirichlet boundary conditions.
To put our work into context, the main approaches based on the Finite Element Method are described below and schematized in Figure 1 . This list is based on the review presented in [2] .
• Domain decomposition methods, described in [10] . Due to the actual process followed in this class of methods for fluid-structure interaction, maybe a more appropriate name is domain composition methods as pointed out in [11] . A fluid mesh attached to the body is moving over a fixed fluid mesh. As a consequence, the information between adjacent meshes or subdomains has to be exchanged to obtain a global solution. Several instances of this approach can be mentioned. The chimera method, see [12, 13] , and HERMESH, see [14] , are examples of partially overlapping domain decomposition as illustrated in Figure 1 (Top)(Left). The sliding mesh method [15] is another example of domain decomposition; here the subdomains are disjoint and information between them is transmitted across the interfaces, see Figure 1 (Top)(Right). In the shear-slip mesh update method (SSMUM) [1] , a layer of shear-absorbing elements is used to connect a moving, associated to the body, and non-moving region as illustrated in Figure 1 (Mid.)(Left).
• The ALE method. The Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian description (ALE) method takes advantage of the features of both (Lagrangian and Eulerian) descriptions to move the fluid mesh in order to adapt it to the changing solid configuration, see [16] . Figure 1 (Mid.)(Right) illustrates the movement of the mesh around a body in an ALE implementation. Remeshing is required when the elements in the discretization are too distorted. A specially interesting variation of this method for this work is the Fixed Mesh ALE (FMALE) method, used in [17, 18] , which is based on the idea of a virtual movement of the fluid mesh in each time step to account for the solid movement. The results are then projected to the original mesh, obtaining a non body-fitted method.
• Embedded boundary methods. The fluid is discretized using a non body-conforming mesh and described in an Eulerian frame of reference. The wet boundaries of the bodies are embedded in this mesh and geometrically tracked by means of moving polyhedral surface meshes, see Figure 1 (Bot.). Examples of this approach are the Immersed Boundary (IB) method, see [19] , and the Fictitious Domain (FD), described in [20, 21] . Another example relevant to this work is the strategy proposed in [22] , which imposes the velocity of the particle directly as a Dirichlet boundary condition on the fluid. There exist other alternatives such as the work developed in [23] that combines concepts from embedded boundary methods and the isogeometric analysis introduced in [24] .
• Monolithic approach. A unified formulation is used for both the solid and fluid. Interaction is taken into account by means of an extra stress tensor appearing in the Navier-Stokes equations [3] .
Within this context, the approaches adopted in this work can be characterized as based on the embedded boundary concept. They both manage an internal boundary in the fluid domain at each time step to track the solid wet boundary. For the interaction, on the one hand, the force that the fluid exerts on a particle is determined. On the other hand, the velocity of the rigid body is imposed as a Dirichlet boundary condition on the fluid. For the two approaches presented here, a fixed Eulerian mesh is used to discretize the fluid, with the exception of nodes in the vicinity of the rigid body boundary for the UBF approach, whose position is updated at each time step. In the case of the NBF approach, kriging interpolation is used to prescribe velocities (from the rigid body) on the fluid, and no movement of nodes is needed. However, for the UBF approach, the positions of the nodes near the wet boundary are updated at each time step so that some of them, the fringe nodes, end up lying on it. Velocities are then imposed directly on these nodes. Since connectivities are to be preserved, several additional layers of nodes have to be moved in order to avoid distorted elements by using r-adaptivity.
The selection of the strategies has been motivated by the search of a computationally efficient parallel implementation. We decided to avoid connecting different meshes, because it implies changing the nodes connectivities, thereby increasing parallel communications and the complexity of the algorithms. Alternatives that can cause severe distortions in some elements were also avoided. In order to tackle these distortions, re-meshing can be used, but this would entail the need of changing nodes connectivities, which would require redistributing the computational load in the mesh partitions. That is why we avoid changes in the topology of the mesh in both of the proposed approaches.
In addition, to account for the fact that fluid nodes can become solid nodes and vice versa due to the rigid body movement, we have adopted the FMALE approach [25, 26] . Also, to track the wet boundary of the body, computational geometry tools have been used. In general, the two approaches, in order to be both computationally efficient and accurate, entail the integration of different algorithmic solutions, which is a reflection of the complexity of the problem. In this contribution, we try to account for this complexity by means of a careful explanation of the general approach and the different specific solutions.
Numerical examples show that the proposed strategies are able to render very accurate simulations, especially, regarding the behavior of the velocity field on the interface.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First of all, some set definitions aiming at elucidating some important data structures used in our implementation are made. The Navier-Stokes solver is then described. Some aspects about its parallelization are described too. The Rigid body solver is described later. The next section is dedicated to the interaction. Details about the proposed schemes used are given. The performance of the proposed approaches is then assessed by means of numerical simulations. The article ends by stating some concluding remarks. 
Set definitions
In the context of the finite element method, the continuous problem domain is discretized, thereby generating a set of elements E = {e 1 , e 2 , ..., e nes } and a set of nodes N = {n 1 , n 2 , ..., n nns } where nes and nns are the number of elements and nodes respectively. Each node n ∈ N is defined by its position inside the problem domain. And each element e ∈ E is defined, for our purposes, by a subset of the set of nodes e = {n For both interaction approaches, UBF and NBF, the fluid domain is discretized without considering the rigid solid domain. Then, at each time step of the simulation, the program identifies the elements in E whose volumes of intersection with the rigid solid domain are big enough and includes them in the set of hole elements E hol . They are then excluded from the finite element assembly process.
At this point, the discretization of the fluid domain defines a new interior boundary mesh that will be considered as the discretization of the rigid body boundary for both UBF and NBF.
Let Γ S be the internal boundary that defines the wet boundary of the rigid body in the fluid domain and Γ S,h its discretization. Also, letΓ S,h be the internal boundary mesh generated in the fluid mesh once the hole elements have been excluded. In Figure 2 , the difference between these three definitions is illustrated. The boundary Γ S exists at the continuum level, Γ S,h is the discretization of the rigid body boundary, and Γ S is an approximation of Γ S,h given by the fluid discretization. The set of fringe nodes N f ri refers to the nodes onΓ S,h .
When dealing with implementation issues, only Γ S,h andΓ S,h are used. In that case, for the sake of notational simplicity we will drop index h.
Finally, the UBF and NBF interaction approaches will impose the velocity of the rigid solid on the set of fringe nodes N f ri , as mentioned before in Section 1. A deeper characterization of the set of hole elements E hol and the set of fringe nodes N f ri will be given in Section 5.
Connectivities of an arbitrary node
For both interaction approaches, UBF and NBF, the program implements several algorithms that take advantage of the topological relationships between the nodes and elements of the finite element mesh. In order to be precise and avoid ambiguities, some of the data structures necessary to implement these algorithms are elucidated by defining some sets to represent them.
The definition of an element as a subset of nodes relates any node n ∈ N with other nodes and elements of the mesh. These relations are called the connectivity of node n and can be characterized by the following definitions:
• Element connectivity of n. Let C ele (n) denote the set of elements in E directly connected to the node n, the red elements in Figure 3 . Formally, C ele (n) = {e ∈ E : n ∈ e}.
• Node connectivity of n. Let C nod (n) denote the set of nodes in N directly connected to n, the circles inscribed in squares in Figure 3 . Formally,
n the node connectivity of n: C nod (n) the element connectivity of n: C ele (n) Figure 3 : Connectivities of node n.
Navier-Stokes solver
This section introduces briefly the physical and numerical ingredients of the solver. We will concentrate on those aspects of interest for the rigid body and fluid coupling, so that the formulation is itself consistent and independent of the details. Any further information concerning the formulation can be found in the following references [27, 28, 29] .
Governing equations
The physics of the fluid is described by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Let µ be the viscosity of the fluid, and ρ its density. Let ε and σ be the velocity rate of deformation and the stress tensors respectively, defined as
The problem is stated as follows: find the velocity u and mechanical pressure p in a domain Ω such that they satisfy in a time interval
together with initial and boundary conditions. In the momentum equations, u msh is the velocity of the fluid particles, which basically enables one to go locally from an Eulerian (u msh = 0) to a Lagrangian (u msh = u) description of the fluid motion. In Section 5, u msh will represent the mesh velocity. The boundary conditions considered in this work are
where Γ D , Γ S and Γ N are the boundaries of Ω where Dirichlet, solid body Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are prescribed, respectively, and ∂Ω = Γ D ∪ Γ S ∪ Γ N . Note that the wet boundary of the solid, Γ S , and the associated prescribed fluid velocity u S will change in time. They are respectively the boundary and the variable used in the coupling with the rigid body, as will be described in Section 5.
Numerical formulation
The numerical model consists of a stabilized finite element method. The stabilization is based on the Variational MultiScale (VMS) method. The formulation is obtained by splitting the unknowns into grid scale and subgrid scale components. This method was introduced in 1995 and established a remarkable mathematical basis for understanding and developing stabilization methods [30] .
The subgrid scale can, in addition, be tracked in time and in space, thereby giving more accuracy and more stability to the numerical model. However, in the context of the proposed coupling methods, the tracking is a bit cumbersome and not considered here. The problem stems from the fact that when hole elements become active elements, the subgrid scale should be interpolated in some way under the FMALE framework. The subgrid scale being a discontinuous quantity, the tracking would therefore deserve a specific treatment. The time discretization is based on first and second order BDF (Backward Differentiation) schemes. For the sake of clarity, we will refer to u n+1 , p n+1 as the numerical approximations of the velocity and pressure at time step n + 1, without introducing any additional index for the space discretization.
The discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations using the previous method yields a coupled algebraic system to be solved at each linearization step within a time loop of the form:
where u and p are velocity and pressure unknowns. Algebraic solvers to solve this coupled system are usually not robust enough if no complex preconditioners are considered. An alternative consists in splitting the system to solve the momentum and continuity equations independently. This is achieved here by applying an iterative strategy, namely the Orthomin (1) method for the Schur complement of the pressure. At each linearization step it is necessary to solve the momentum equation twice and the continuity equation once. The momentum equation is solved using the GMRES or BICGSTAB method (diagonal and Gauss-Seidel preconditioners are usually efficient), and the continuity equation is solved using the Deflated Conjugate Gradient method [31] together with a linelet preconditioner well-suited for boundary layers [32] .
Parallelization
Full details about the code parallelization can be found in [28] . Briefly speaking, the parallelization is based on a master-worker strategy for distributed memory supercomputers, using MPI as the messagepassing library. The master reads the mesh and performs the division of the mesh into mesh partitions using METIS (an automatic graph partitioner). Each process will then be in charge of a subdomain. These subdomains are the workers. The workers build the local element matrices and the local right-hand sides, and are in charge of finding the resulting system solution in parallel. In the elementary assembling tasks, no communication is needed between the workers, and the scalability depends only on the load balancing. In the iterative solvers, the scalability depends on the size of the interfaces and on the communication scheduling. As mentioned previously, the momentum and continuity equations are solved with unsymmetric and symmetric iterative solvers respectively. During the execution of the iterative solvers, two main types of communications are required:
• global communications via MPI AllReduce, which are used to compute residual norms and scalar products, and
• non blocking point-to-point communications via MPI ISend and MPI IRecv, which are used when sparse matrix-vector products are calculated.
All solvers need both these types of communication, but, when using complex solvers like the DCG (Deflated Conjugate Gradient Method), additional operations may be required, such as the MPI AllGatherv functions, explained in [31] . When using parallelized sequential solvers in Alya, the solution obtained in parallel is, up to round-off errors, the same as the sequential one all the way through the computation. This is because the mesh partition is only used for distributing work without altering the actual sequential algorithm in any way. This would not be the case if one considered more complex solvers, like the primal/dual Schur complement solvers, or more complex preconditioners, like linelet or block LU, which are implemented as well. Figure 4 is a schematic flowchart for the execution of a simulation using Alya. The tasks that the master process is responsible for are shown on the left side of the Figure with a grey background. The master process performs the first steps of the execution, namely reading the file and partitioning the mesh. Afterwards, the master sends the corresponding subdomain information to each worker process; then the master and the workers enter the time and linearization loops, represented as one single loop. 
Output convergence Solver 
Rigid Body Mechanics
In this section, once the Newton-Euler equations are introduced, we will explain the numerical scheme in order to describe the movement of a rigid solid given the forces exerted on the body.
Governing equations
The position of an arbitrary point inside a rigid body at a given time t can be defined as:
where x(t) is the position of the center of mass of the body and r(t) is the position of p(t) relative to x(t). Equation (3) can be rewritten as
where R(t) is the rotation of the body about x(t) and r 0 is the initial position of p(t) relative to x(t).
Taking into account that the rotation matrices are orthogonal, the velocity of p(t) can be expressed aṡ
where v(t) is the linear velocity of the body. The productṘ(t) · R T (t) defines an antisymmetric tensor,
where ω 1 (t), ω 2 (t) and ω 3 (t) are the components of the angular velocity vector ω(t) of the body. The tensor W (t) is called the angular velocity tensor. Now, consider the force f (t) and a torque τ (t) exerted on a rigid solid at a given time t. The linear acceleration a(t) and angular acceleration α(t) of the body are related with the input force and torque by the Newton-Euler equations:
and
where m is the total mass of the body and I(t) is the inertia tensor. As shown in Equation (4), the motion of any rigid body can be described in terms of the displacement of its center of mass and in terms of the rotation of the body around its center of mass. If the force is known the displacement of the center of mass can be computed solving the Newton's Equation (6) by integrating in time the linear acceleration. And if the torque is known, the rotation of the body around its center of mass is related to the angular velocity tensor by Equation (5) and the components of the this tensor can be computed by solving the Euler's equation (7).
Time integration
Assume we know the force f n+1 F and torque τ n+1 F , exerted by the fluid, at the current time step t n+1 . Both will be approximated as described in Section 5. Then, the linear acceleration is easily computed by dividing the current force exerted on a rigid body by the total mass of the body
The superscript n + 1 refers to the current values of the simulation. The linear velocity and linear displacement of the center of mass can be determined using the Newmark scheme as method of numerical integration. This method states that the current linear velocity is equal to
and the current linear displacement is
where ∆t = t n+1 − t n is the time step, γ and β are specified coefficients of the integration method, and the superscript n refers to the values from the previous time step of the simulation.
The rotation of the body around its center of mass can be computed using the relation from Equation (5) as shown below
where W n is the angular velocity tensor obtained from the previous time step. The current components of W (t) are obtained by solving the Euler's equation. Thus, the current angular acceleration is equal to
and the angular velocity vector using Newmark as method of numerical integration is
Then, the components of the angular velocity tensor can be obtained from the angular velocity vector. Note that the inertia tensor is time dependent, so it is necessary to recalculate their values at each time step. In order to avoid this expensive task, the following relation can be used
where J is the initial inertia tensor of the simulation. Although the rotation matrix can be computed as shown above, it is highly recommended to implement an iterative method to improve the approximate solution of this non-linear system of equations. An alternative algorithm is described below:
Iterate while ǫ be higher than a given tolerance
• Update values:
The superscript i + 1 refers to the values of the current iteration, the superscript i to the values of the previous iteration, ǫ is a norm for the angular velocity vector, and (·) represent all the angular variables. Numerical errors will appear in the coefficients of R(t) so that the rotation matrix will no longer be precisely an orthogonal matrix. For this reason, at each iteration it is necessary to reorthogonalize R(t), see [33] . To avoid this problem, unit quaternions can be used to represent rotations. However, it is important that the quaternions remain normalized at each iteration. A deeper description of quaternions and general implementation aspects can be found in [34] .
Fluid and rigid body interaction algorithm

The coupling strategy
In the two previous sections, the numerical schemes to solve the Navier-Stokes and the Newton-Euler equations were explained. In order to close the problem, one is left with the variables involved in the coupling between the fluid and the rigid body problems. On the one hand, the variables that the fluid receives from the rigid body are enumerated below:
• The linear velocity v n+1 of the rigid body from Equation (6).
• The angular velocity w n+1 of the rigid body taken from Equation (7).
• The definition of the boundary meshΓ n+1 S once the program excludes the hole elements from the fluid discretization at the current time step n + 1, see Section 2.
• The velocity u n+1 S to be imposed onΓ n+1 S . That is, the velocity of the set of fringe nodes N n+1 f ri to approximate the rigid body boundary velocity.
On the other hand, the set of variables that the solid requires from the fluid problem is enumerated below:
• The force f n+1 F that the fluid exerts in the rigid solid, shown in Equation (8) .
• The torque τ n+1 F from Equation (9) .
Taking into account all the coupling variables described above, the whole coupling strategy is briefly described in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 NS-NE Coupling strategy
Initialize the variables repeat Determine the time step ∆t, where t n+1 = t n + ∆t Solve NE equations at time n + 1 to obtain v n+1 and w n+1 and move the body DefineΓ are approximations of the actual values at time step n + 1. We thus expect the accuracy of the scheme to depend not only on the way the set of coupling variables is defined but also on the time step ∆t. Another important issue when using a staggered scheme is the so-called added mass effect ( [35] ), which may cause instabilities in many cases. In order to circumvent this problem, it is important to make sure that the ratio between fluid and solid density is not too large ( [36] ). In the numerical experiments presented in this article, these ratios are rather small and we have not observed any instability. However, it must be said that subiterations at each time step could be used to achieve a strong coupling, increasing the computational cost, but without the need of significant effort in a parallel implementation.
Let us now explain how we propose to compute the set of coupling variables, one by one. We will finish this section by explaining the computation of the time step.
BoundaryΓ S definition
In Section 2, we defineΓ S as the new interior boundary mesh in the fluid discretization once the hole elements have been excluded. In order to identify these hole elements, we implement an algorithm that can be divided in three consecutive main steps:
1. Determine the nodes of the fluid mesh inside the rigid body: the set of interior nodes N sol int , the crosses in Figure 5 (Left). Two structures allow to efficiently perform this task as described below:
• The bin sort. This search algorithm subdivides the problem domain into boxes. Then, each node of the fluid mesh is associated with the box that contains it. The implementation aspects are described in [37] . To determine the nodes inside the body efficiently, only the nodes associated with the boxes that intersect with the boundary box of the rigid body have to be considered. This furnishes a reduced list of candidate nodes.
• The skd-tree. This binary tree is associated to the rigid solid and allows to efficiently determine if a given node is inside this body. The construction and use of the skd-tree are widely discussed in [38] .
Putting all together, one can proceed as follows. First, the bin sort obtains a list of candidate nodes, a reduced list of nodes of the whole mesh. Then, for each node n in this list, the skd-tree efficiently determines if n is inside the body. The rest of nodes in the fluid mesh will be included in the set of exterior nodes N sol ext , the black circles in Figure 5 (Left). Alternatively to the bin sort, one can implement tree data structures like octrees or quadtrees to obtain the list of candidate nodes mentioned above. The decision depends on the nodes distribution in the mesh. In the examples developed in this article, shown in Section 6, the distribution is regular enough and then, the bin sort is a good option. 2. Determine a set of nodes close to the rigid body surface mesh in order to define an interior boundary in the fluid mesh. Let this set be called the set of fringe nodes and denoted by N f ri . This algorithm of selection defines the set of fringe nodes which, in turn, defines an interior boundary in the fluid mesh, the red concentric circles in Figure 5 (Right). In particular, a node in N f ri belongs to one of these sets:
• The set of interior nodes directly connected with an exterior node, see Figure 5 (Left):
• The set of exterior nodes directly connected with an interior node, see Figure 5 (Left):
From these sets, the algorithm of selection privileges those nodes closest to Γ n+1 S . The rest of exterior and interior nodes of the fluid mesh will be called the set of free nodes N f re ⊂ N sol ext , the black circles in Figure 5 (Right), and the set of hole nodes N hol ⊂ N sol int , the crosses in Figure  5 (Right), respectively. 3. Finally, determine the set of hole elements E hol . Considering the previous definitions, a hole element e in E hol is an element whose nodes are fringe and hole nodes. The set representing the rest of elements of the fluid mesh is referred to as the set of free elements E f re .
Imposing the velocity boundary condition u S onΓ S
In our implementation, two approaches that allow us to impose the velocity of the rigid body onΓ S are considered: an updated body fitted and a non body-fitted strategies. The first approach implements a local r-adaptivity algorithm that moves the nodes in N close to the rigid body surface in order to adapt their position to that of the body surface mesh. The second approach implements a high order kriging interpolation to impose the velocity of the body on the nodes in N close to the rigid body surface.
The updated body-fitted approach (UBF)
The updated body-fitted approach implements a local r-adaptivity algorithm that moves the set of fringe nodes N f ri incrementally until the body surface mesh is reached. Then, the program directly imposes the velocity of the rigid body in each fringe node n f ri equation as
where u f ri is the fringe node velocity, x f ri is the spatial coordinates of the fringe node and u s (x f ri ) is the velocity of the solid at x f ri . Actually, in our implementation, the algorithm that defines the movement of the nodes of the fluid mesh involves several sets of nodes besides the set of fringe nodes. The reason is to avoid distorted or inverted elements.
In this context, the algorithm also defines the movement of a group of subsets of the set of free nodes that have a close connectivity with the set of fringe nodes. In order to elucidate what we mean by 'close connectivity', let us introduce some definitions. Define the subset
as the set of free nodes at level 1, see Figure 6 . In an analogous way, a second subset
will be called the set of free nodes at level 2, see Figure 6 . In general, the subset
defines the set of free nodes at level l ∈ N\{0, 1, 2}. Evidently, the smaller the value of l, the closer the connectivity with the set of fringe nodes. The flow of the whole algorithm is illustrated in Figure 7 . The movement of the nodes of the fluid mesh is incremental and finishes when the set of fringe nodes reaches the body surface mesh. In particular, for each increment in the movement of the set of fringe nodes, there are several increments in the movement of the free nodes that belong to the set The movement of the free nodes is defined by a Laplacian-like smoothing technique similar to that described in [39, 40] . In these references, a node n is relocated in the centroid c(n) of the nodes directly connected with n: the set of nodes C nod (n), as illustrated in Figure 7 . In our approach, we perform some treatment to the set C nod (n) so that the region defined by these nodes be convex. On the other hand, the movement of the set of fringe nodes is more complex. Considering an arbitrary fringe node n, the movement of n is performed as indicated below:
• determine the points of projection on the body surface mesh of the set C nod (n) ∩ N f ri .
• determine the centroid c(n) defined by these points
• determine the point of projection p on the body surface mesh of c(n).
• move n towards p
The non body-fitted approach (NBF)
The non body-fitted approach implements a high order kriging interpolation algorithm. The idea is to impose the velocity of the body at each fringe node n f ri in an interpolating way. For this purpose, the program first has to consider a convenient subset of the set of free nodes N f re that have a close connectivity with n f ri ; denote it as N sel (n f ri ). Then, the program imposes the velocity of the rigid body in the fringe node n f ri equation as
where u i is the velocity of free node n i , x s is the projection point of the fringe node on the surface mesh of the body, and u s (x s ) is the velocity of the body at x s . N f ri and N i are the interpolation coefficients determined by solving the matrix kriging system.
The whole algorithm can be divided in three consecutive main steps. For each fringe node n in N f ri do:
• A selection of a subset of the set of free nodes N f re with a close connectivity with n to perform the interpolation: N sel (n).
• An assembly to obtain the matrix of the kriging system to interpolate the velocity of the solid. This velocity will correspond to the projection point of node n on the body surface mesh. The free nodes in N sel (n) and the node n itself will be used to perform the interpolation.
• Finally, the assembly kriging matrix is solved using the LU decomposition method. 
The selection algorithm.
Considering an arbitrary fringe node n, the definition of the set N sel (n) can be carried out in an algorithmic fashion as follows:
• If n is a node inside the body, find the element e sel (n) in the set of free elements C ele (n) ∩ E f re that contains the projection point of n on the body surface mesh. In Figure 8 , the gray square denotes e sel (n), the element that contains the projection of the fringe node n. But, if n is outside the body, find the element e sel (n) in the set of free elements C ele (n) ∩ E f re that contains the image of the projection point of n on the body surface mesh.
• Then, let
be the definition of the set of nodes used to perform the interpolation. In Figure 8 , the black circles denote the set N sel (n). Figure 8 : Illustration of the selection algorithm. The red concentric circles denote members of the set of fringe nodes, and the black circles are the free nodes that belong to set N sel (n).
Kriging interpolation.
In particular, we use an approximation method known as the universal kriging. The concepts and implementation aspects are detailed in [41] . In the kriging approach, the unknown random function is the sum of a mean value µ(x) and an error term ǫ(x):
where x is the position vector of the unknown random function.
The approximation function for F (x) is expressed as a linear combination of the data {F (x i )} i=1,n :
The weights are obtained by minimizing the variance of the error of prediction:
subject to the unbiasedness condition. This condition states that the mean of the unknown random function is equal to the mean of its approximation
Our choice for the mean of the unknown random function is a polynomial function. Some implementation aspects are taken from [42] .
Mass conservation.
To impose the velocity of a particle in the fluid by interpolation is a non-conservative strategy. As is shown in [43] , the transmission of Dirichlet condition involves the necessity to ensure the conservation of the mass for each particle in the simulation. Let us consider a single body, the idea is to obtain new velocities u * f ri for the fringe nodes from the values obtained using interpolation u f ri by minimizing
under the constraint
where Γ S is the wet boundary of the rigid body and n is the normal vector. The restriction is derived in [43] and allows to conserve the mass going through the solid and therefore that of the whole system.
FMALE formulation
As mentioned before, the proposed embedded boundary techniques identify a set of free nodes N f re , a set of fringe nodes N f ri , and a set of hole nodes N hol at each time step of the simulation. Then, only the nodes in N hol are excluded from the finite element assembly process. Now, consider the nodes in N f re ∪ N f ri at the current time step t n+1 that were hole nodes at the previous time step t n . They are the new fluid nodes of the simulation at t n+1 . These nodes were therefore, for practical purposes, nonexistent at the previous time step. This incoherency can be solved by considering a hidden motion of the mesh from t n to t n+1 , which can be explained and formulated in the framework of the FMALE method [17] . In other words, one of the practical problems with these new fluid nodes consists in defining the velocities at the previous time step t n , which are required by the Navier-Stokes equations to compute the time derivatives.
We slightly reinterpret the FMALE algorithm described in [17] here. It consists of the following: move the mesh at t n+1 such that all the new fluid nodes lie on the fluid domain at t n , this virtual time step being referred to as t n * ; next, interpolate the values of the velocity onto this new mesh from the solution obtained at t n ; then, compute a mesh velocity u msh to be included in Equation (1) in order to recover the original mesh at t n+1 from t n * and to account for the mesh motion; finally solve the fluid equations at t n+1 . The method is referred to as Fixed-Mesh ALE because the solution at t n+1 is sought on the original mesh, and the computational domain is only virtually moved at the previous virtual time step t n * . In the classical ALE method, the mesh is actually moved at t n+1 .
In order to illustrate the FMALE approach, let us consider the one-dimensional example shown in Figure  9 . The dotted lines represent the solid body at t n , which moves to the right, and depicted with continuous lines at t n+1 , see Figure 9 (original mesh). At time t n , the fringe node is node n 3 and at time t n+1 we end up with a new free node n 4 , and a new fringe node n 5 . The procedure is the following:
• Prescribe a displacement for the new fringe node n 5 such that at t n it falls into the fluid, and move it incrementally together with nodes n 3 and n 4 , using the same algorithm described in Section 5.3.1. Nodes n 1 and n 2 are assumed to be sufficiently far to remain fixed. The resulting new mesh at t n * is shown in Figure 9 (b).
• The values of the velocities for the moved nodes n 3 , n 4 and n 5 are then interpolated from the solution obtained at time t n . This interpolation is represented by the vertical arrows between Figures 9(b) and 9(a). original mesh:
Figure 9: Illustration of the FMALE framework. The dotted lines represent the body surface mesh at the previous time step t n and the continuous lines represent the body surface mesh at the current time step t n+1 . The red concentric circles denote members of the set of fringe nodes, black circles members of the set of free nodes, and crosses members of the set of hole nodes. The plots (a) and (c) represent the fluid mesh in two consecutive time steps after remeshing.
FMALE and NBF approach.
In the case of the NBF approach, the problem is solved on the original mesh, although a mesh motion is carried out to obtain a velocity at the previous time step. When using a high order interpolation, the interpolation to obtain this velocity at t n * (represented by the vertical arrows between figures 9(b) and 9(c)) is logically carried out using the high order kriging interpolation defined in 5.3.2.
FMALE and UBF approach.
As mentioned before, the UBF approach implements a local r-adaptivity algorithm in order to move the set of fringe nodes N f ri onto the solid body surface mesh. The node movement is then combined with the previously defined FMALE framework. Referring to the one-dimensional example, node n 5 would be also moved towards the solid body surface at time t n+1 in Figure 9 (c).
The force f F and torque τ F exerted
In order to close the Newton equations for the rigid body, we need the force and the torque exerted by the fluid on the rigid body, f F and τ F , respectively. Let us first consider the force. Basically, there are two alternatives. Let σ · n be the normal stress exerted on the fluid, where n is the exterior normal to the fluid and σ = −pI + 2µε(u). The first option consists in integrating the pressure and viscous stresses along the solid boundary:
where n S is the exterior normal to the solid. The integration of these two stresses over the solid boundary is referred to as numerical force, as it is computed from the numerical solution for velocity and pressure.
The other option consists in considering the algebraic force, computed at the algebraic level. To understand the link between numerical and algebraic forces, let us consider the simple following Poisson equation:
∇ · (k∇u) = q, which variational form reads:
Γ N is the part of the boundary Γ where the natural condition g is imposed, and Γ D is the Dirichlet part of the boundary where the unknown is imposed toũ, such that Γ = Γ D ∪ Γ N . Let N i be the shape function of node n i , then the matrix and right-hand side components resulting from the discretization of the variational form (10) are given by:
In order to impose the Dirichlet condition at the variational level, we require the test function to vanish on Γ D . At the algebraic level, one option consists in assembling the complete matrix and RHS of the system A and b, given by Equations (11) and (12) respectively, and then to force the solution in the matrix system to be the Dirichlet value. Let N dir be the set of nodes in the Dirichlet boundary. To impose the Dirichlet condition, one can define:
so that the final system to be solved reads:Ã u =b.
Now, let us go back to Equation (10) . We find that the variational flux on the Dirichlet boundary can be computed as:
The discrete counterpart of last equation for node n i ∈ N dir is therefore:
Then, we note that the nodal flux on n i can be associated to the residual of the equation as:
We note that in last equation we must consider A and b, and notÃ andb, as these last quantities have been modified in order to impose the Dirichlet boundary condition. Eventually, we have that the total flux on the Dirichlet boundary is
By analogy, we can relate the residual of the momentum equations to the force exerted by the fluid on the particle. Considering only the fringe nodes, we find:
Note that as in the Poisson equation, one must consider the matrices A uu , A up and vector b u before imposing the Dirichlet boundary condition on the fringe nodes. As far as the algebraic torque is concerned we compute the nodal torque
The advantage of considering the algebraic force rather than the numerical force is now illustrated by a simple example. It consists of a two-dimensional flow over a cylinder at Re = 20. We have performed a mesh convergence for the value of the force using both the numerical and algebraic approximations. Figure  10 shows that the algebraic force approximation converges much faster to the asymptotic value than its numerical counterpart. Another important advantage when we obtain the force algebraically has to do with its computational cost. The algebraic force consists of one simple matrix-vector product. It is indeed less expensive than computing a boundary integral, especially in a parallel context.
Time step ∆t
The time step is limited by one algorithmic constraint and by some accuracy constraints. The algorithmic constraint comes from the way the FMALE formulation is implemented in a parallel context, not mentioned here. Basically, if the rigid body steps over more than three elements, one could require the information of the neighbors of the neighbors of the mesh partition, which complicates considerably the implementation. In brief, to avoid this, we require the rigid body not to cross more than three elements at a time step. Therefore, we define the time step of the NE solver as:
where h f ri is the minimum edge length that connects n f ri with the set of nodes C nod (n f ri ) and u f ri the velocity on n f ri . As far as the accuracy constraint is concerned, both the NS and NE equations, as well as the coupling strategy, have different requirements. To control the time accuracy of the NS equations, we use the CFL condition and define
where α is called the safety factor which, for an unconditionally stable implicit scheme, could take in principle a high range of values, depending on the physics of the problem. A typical range is [10, 1000] . One can alternatively prescribe a time step ∆t p which does not rely on the mesh but on the physics of the problem.
For the NE equations, a critical time step should be devised as well, depending on the Newmark scheme considered. Note that the one given by Equation (14) relies on the mesh size, which would be irrelevant to solve the NE equations without an underlying mesh. However, we do not consider here any additional constraint for the Newmark scheme.
As for the time accuracy due to the coupling, we have no way to explicitly compute it in the general case. Therefore, the time time step of the simulation is computed as: ∆t = min(∆t NE , ∆t NS ) or ∆t = min(∆t NE , ∆t p ).
Summing up
In order to summarize all the ingredients presented throughout this paper, Figure 11 presents a flowchart of the general algorithm associated to the UBF and NBF approaches.
Numerical Examples
We will first tackle a two-dimensional test case of a fluid and rigid solid interacting. Its main purpose is to determine the correctness of the coding and to study mesh convergence for the approaches explained in the previous sections: UBF and NBF. In particular, for this example, we consider two versions of the non body-fitted approach (NBF): one based on high order kriging interpolation (HNBF) and the other on linear (LNBF) kriging interpolation. The results show that the UBF and HNBF implementations have a much better performance than that of LNBF.
Next, we will solve a set of three-dimensional problems where the solutions can be analytically determined. The geometry is common to all of them. A spherical rigid body is immersed within a fluid. The simulation starts with the body at rest. Immediately, the sphere begins to fall downwards. The velocity of the body increases until the net forces acting on the sphere are equal to zero. Then, the body moves with a constant velocity known as terminal velocity. Different Reynolds numbers will be considered in order to compare UBF and HNBF approaches with the analytical solutions. The performance of UBF renders better results as the Reynolds number increases. Finally, we will consider a circular cylinder immersed within a uniform fluid field that oscillates vertically with harmonic motion. The flow velocities, imposed as Dirichlet boundary condition, vary from one numerical experiment to another. The fluid domain and problem characteristics are described in [44] . The idea is to capture the interval of velocities in the fluid where the vortex shedding frequency f v coincides with the natural frequency of a cylinder-spring system f c . The characteristic behavior of the problem is the so-called "lock-in" phenomenon. Both, experimental and numerical results have been determined by a number of researchers.
Manufactured solution
The manufactured solution technique enables one, among other objectives, to easily carry out a mesh convergence of an implemented algorithm. Let us consider the Navier-Stokes operator L N S (u, p) represented by the LHS of Equations (1) and (2) . Let u man and p man be some given target velocity and pressure, with a desired degree of smoothness. The manufactured solution technique consists in solving
together with u = u man as a Dirichlet boundary condition on the whole boundary of the computational domain, and p = p man on a unique node (indeed when Γ N = ∅ the pressure is defined up to a constant and thus should be prescribed somewhere). We consider the following manufactured solution:
to be sought in the computational domain depicted in Figure 12 . Note that the manufactured velocity field is divergence free.
We study first the convergence of the solution as the mesh is refined. We compare the L 2 convergence to the manufactured solution, the convergence of the force as well as that of the mass. To be able to assess this last one, the mass conservation algorithm presented in Section 5.3.1 was disabled. The mesh convergence is obtained for the UBF and NBF methods using linear and higher order kriging interpolations, as shown in Figure 13 . In the case of UBF, the velocity is imposed to the manufactured value on the solid, where the fringe nodes have been moved to. In the case of the two NBF methods, the velocity is interpolated at the fringe node so that the solid velocity is equal to the manufactured velocity. We observe that the convergence graphs for UBF and NBF with a high order kriging interpolation (HNBF) are very similar and both methods exhibit a quadratic convergence. It is also clear that the linear interpolation gives a linear mesh convergence. Figure 14 shows the mesh convergence of the total force exerted by the fluid on the solid (top) and the mass unbalance resulting from the interpolation of the solid velocity (bot.). The top plot shows that the force converges much faster in the case of UBF and high order NBF than the linear NBF. As far as the mass conservation is concerned, the mass loss resulting from the UBF scheme is much smaller than that found with the other methods. The order of convergence is neither linear nor clearly quadratic as nodes are not moved onto the body in a coherent way as the mesh size is refined. The mass loss of the linear NBF converges linearly to zero while that of the HNBF converges quadratically. Here the mass is computed as described in [43] , using a closed quadrature rule.
Finally, let us study the effect of the mass conservation algorithm described in Section 5.3.1 on the mesh convergence. Figure 15 shows the convergences of the velocity and pressure for the UBF, HNBF and LNBF methods. We observe that both the UBF and HNBF give very similarly results with and without mass conservation. On the contrary, the LNBF without mass conservation does not even converge. Let us remember that when the velocity Dirichlet boundary condition is imposed on the whole boundary just like in the case considered here, then the problem is not-well posed at the continuous level if the mass is not zero. At the numerical level, this fact translates into a non-converging pressure.
Terminal velocities Stokes flow.
Consider a spherical rigid body of radius r = 1 and density ρ s = 2 immersed in fluid with density ρ f = 1 and viscosity µ = 10. For low Reynolds numbers, Re << 1, where the inertia effects are negligible, as in the problem just stated, Stokes derived a simple equation to obtain the terminal velocity of a sphere: The geometry of the fluid domain is a cylinder with height equal to 60 and radius equal to 30. The initial position of the sphere is at 30 times the body radius from the sides of the cylinder and at 40 times the body radius from the bottom of the cylinder. The mesh is unstructured, see Figures 16, 17 , and composed of more than 300.000 tetrahedral elements, see Figure 17 where the red volume represents the sphere at the beginning of the simulation. Figure 18 shows the set of fringe nodes N f ri without applying the local r-adaptivity algorithm and Figure  19 shows the set N f ri after the algorithm is applied.
In Figure 20 , the velocity for UBF and HNBF approaches is compared with the analytical solution. Both velocities are almost equal and tend to the analytical solution.
Moderate Reynolds Numbers.
Now, let us consider higher Reynolds numbers to solve the problem stated above. As shown in Figures  21 and 22 , the difference in the velocities obtained with UBF and HNBF approaches becomes larger and larger as the Reynolds number grows. The importance of these numerical experiments is to show the better performance of the UBF with respect to the HNBF scheme when we compare them with the analytical solutions.
We briefly explain how we determine the analytic solution now. As mentioned before, for very low Reynolds numbers a terminal velocity can be easily obtained thanks to the linear relationship between the drag force and velocity of the rigid body. However, when the inertial effect cannot be neglected, as in the problems shown in Figures 21 and 22 , the relationship is no longer linear and finding the terminal velocity requires an iterative solution. The details can be found in [45] We will now analyze two further issues: the acceleration behavior and the determination of the time step.
Acceleration.
We will consider a Reynolds number equal to 3.4, which entails an analytical solution for the terminal velocity equal to 1.8. The reason for this choice is to have a Reynolds number where the velocities reached by both the UBF and HNBF approaches are still very similar. Then, it is interesting to take a closer look at the results for the acceleration and velocity values. In Figure 23 , in the inside plots, we display a zoom of the accelerations and velocities for the last time steps. The Figures confirm the better performance of the UBF approach, especially concerning the acceleration values.
Time step analysis.
Now, consider again a Reynolds number equal to 101 and the UBF approach implementation. Then, following the methodology in Section 5, at each time step a critical time step value has to be estimated to solve the fluid-rigid body coupled problem. Figure 24 shows the results of solving the problem stated above with different safety factors α where ∆t = α × ∆t cri and ∆t cri is the critical time step for the NS solver. The inside plot in Figure 24 shows the times at which the results of the simulations were calculated. For α = 12.5 and α = 25 the ∆t obtained for the NS equations is selected. However, for α = 50 and α = 100, the time step is limited from above by ∆t NE in order to avoid that the solid steps over more than three elements during a time step. As we can see in the Figure, this limitation is only activated after the first time step as it is based on the previous time step solution (see the first step of the time loop in Algorithm 1). We also observe that the terminal velocity is achieved quicker in the case of higher safety factors. This is the reason why the time step is smaller for α = 50 and α = 100 than for α = 25, despite the fact that the safety factor is higher.
Vortex oscillations of a circular cylinder
The problem geometry is displayed in Figure 25 . The circle represents the solid and its surface mesh is embedded inside the fluid mesh. The fluid has a viscosity µ = 0.01 g (cm s) −1 and a density ρ = 1.0 g cm −3 . The motion of the cylinder defines a linear spring-mass system with a stiffness k = 5.79 N m −1 and a damping factor c = 0.325 g s −1 . The mass of the cylinder is m = 2.979 g with a circular section D = 0.16 cm. The Reynolds number Re = uDρ/µ ranges from 90 to 120 by changing the value of the inflow velocity u.
The mesh is unstructured and composed of 10000 triangular elements as shown in Figure 26 . The time step is prescribed using ∆t p = 0.001 s in Equation (15) , The portions of the mesh near the hole are shown in Figures 27 and 28 for the HNBF and UBF algorithms, respectively, at a given time step for an arbitrary Reynolds number. The most interesting characteristic of the problem is the so-called "lock-in" phenomenon, which is captured for all the simulations with Reynolds numbers ranging from 90 to 120. The relative amplitudes Y /D, where Y is the displacement of the cylinder with respect to its original position, considering some Reynolds numbers, are shown in Figures 29 and 30 for the UBF and the HNBF implementations, respectively.
The values of the amplitudes for both algorithms and for all the simulations are shown in Figure 31 . These values are compared with the experimental results obtained in [46] and the values shown in [44] for a mesh of 3574 elements. In general, the amplitudes obtained with the UBF algorithm are larger than the amplitudes obtained with the HNBF algorithm and, what is more important, closer to the experimental results. In addition, the maximum amplitude obtained by Dettmer in [44] are also closer to the maximum amplitude obtained by the UBF algorithm.
The vortex shedding frequency f v with respect to the natural frequency of the cylinder-spring system f n are shown in Figures 32 and 33 . The frequencies obtained by both algorithms are very similar to the 
Parallel performance of the UBF and NBF algorithms
Some all-to-all communications are necessary at different stages of the UBF and NBF algorithm, for example, to compute the force acting on the solids. With respect to the communications due to the fact that the bodies are stored in all the processors, we can say that they are very few compared to the ones needed for the NS iterative solver. Thus, the scalability of the code is not affected significantly.
In order to analyze the scalability of the implementation of the UBF and NBF approaches, take into account the following problem. There are twenty rigid solids with arbitrary shapes, see Figure 36 , immersed inside a fluid. The domain of the fluid is a cube of side 100 and the boundary boxes of the rigid bodies are similar to cubes of side 5. The fluid density and viscosity are equal to 1.0 and 0.1 respectively. The solid density is equal to 5.0. The velocity in the fluid is imposed to be equal to zero at the side of the domain and negative one at the top in the z direction.
In a first set of runs, we only considered the NS equation solver implementation, in order to have a reference for the performance behavior of the UBF and NBF schemes. We then considered the UBF algorithm and finally the NBF algorithm.
The mesh uses 24 million elements, running in a range of processors that goes from 64 to 1024 (considering only integer powers of 2). It is important to mention that running in 1024 processors implies that each processor handles 23460 elements on average. This is an efficiency limit in terms of scalability, due to the fact that a small number of elements per processor implies that the weight of the communications in the total processing time becomes significant.
The scalability using the NS equations solver with and without considering the UBF and NBF algorithms is shown in Figure 37 . As it can be observed, the scalability with respect to the NS equations solver acting alone is not affected significantly. We have intentionally fixed the number of solver iterations in order to compare the scalability of all the methods. For the momentum equations it was fixed to 25; whereas for the pressure equation, it was fixed to 100. These figures are sufficiently high to decrease the residual by several orders of magnitude with respect to the initial residual. 
Conclusions
Two approaches to deal with the interaction of a fluid and a rigid body have been presented. They basically differ in the way velocities from the solid are imposed over the fluid on the interface. The first approach, an updated body-fitted one (UBF), implies the movement of nodes onto the body surface to conform with its current position at the previous step. The second, a non body-fitted approach (NBF), uses interpolation to impose velocities from the rigid body on the fluid. In both cases, a FMALE framework is considered in order to deal with the new fluid nodes appearing at each time step. Also, mass conservation is imposed by solving a minimization problem under a mass conservation constraint.
Both UBF and NBF approaches have been tested by using numerical experiments and their accuracies have been studied. Regarding convergence, assessed by solving a manufactured solution example, the UBF approach seems to outperform the NBF one. However, the last method remains competitive whenever a high order interpolation is considered. Both methods are also capable of closely reproducing the final velocity of the Stokes problem. In a more complex example, the movement of a rigid body produced by resonance with the frequency of vortices is simulated. Both approaches are able to detect the initiation and describe the development of the body movement. Although it could be said that the UBF approach is more accurate in a general sense, the NBF approach usually gives reasonably accurate results too. In addition, it has to be mentioned that the last one is better in principle when considering computational cost. However, this issue will be the central topic of a forthcoming publication.
